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PSACA Presents: Groundhog Day (2018-19) Round 12 
by Bill Tressler 
with thanks to Bern McCauley and the Great Valley Quiz Team 

Tossups 
 
1.  One character in this book laments on the “end of the line” before spitting on the protagonist.                  
This book’s free will theme is seen in its quote “What’s it going to be then, eh?”. The author                   
stated its title means a person with the appearance of lovely juice who is a toy wound to do (*)                    
good or evil. Its Ludovico Technique involves nauseating drugs taken while viewing violence, but that fails                
and its protagonist lapses back to crime. Alex appears in—for 10 points—what Anthony Burgess work               
whose title is similar to the Rocket League wheels called Clockwork Lime? 
 
answer: A  Clockwork Orange 
 
2.  Princes Mansour and Mirshari are buried in this city Qarmatians sacked in 930. Ali bin Hussein,                 
a king of Hejaz, was its last sharif. Ludovico di Varthema traveled here in 1503 under the guise of                   
a Mamluk escort, and Richard Francis Burton wore a  green head scarf after his visit. In 2020 the                  
world’s tallest building will be the (*) Jeddah Tower, which many will see before traveling forty miles                 
east to this city. Landmarks here include the Al-Haram Mosque containing the Kaaba. During salat               
prayers, Muslims face—for 10 points—what city holier than Medina? 
 
answer:  Mecca  [hajj pilgrims often stop at Jeddah] 
 
3.  One of this author’s characters gossips with cousin Tabitha Twitchit while shopping, and then               
hosts a party for a guest who tried to switch ham and veal for another pie. In another novel by                    
this author, a full pail is put above the bed where Tommy sleeps after having stolen some                 
grandchildren. In her best known work, a character looks for (*) parsley to cure a stomach ache after                  
eating Farmer McGregor’s vegetable garden. Mr. Tod, Jemima Puddle-duck, Flopsy, and Mopsy are             
characters by—for 10 points—what author of  The Tale of Peter Rabbit ? 
 
answer: (Helen) Beatrix  Potter 
 
4.  H-M nomenclature in crystallography uses this symbol for improper rotations. In electronic             
signaling this notation is used for Active-LOW variables. It appears in the antiproton and              
antineutrino symbols, and a value equal to the Planck constant divided by two pi is denoted with                 
one of these. Often used when writing (*) centroid or center of mass coordinates, statisticians use it for                  
sample means, and it appears on digits in portions of decimals that repeat. For 10 points—give this                 
notation also used for the segment between geometric points A and B. 
 
answer:  bar or  horizontal line or  vinculum or  overline or  over bar or  macron (answers that               
describe like drawing a  line above  are fine; accept  h-bar  after “Planck”) 
 
5.  This site’s leader Dan Wenk chose March 2019 retirement over what some called a political                
reassignment. In June 2017 Colin Scott died visiting its Norris Basin. The historical Huckleberry              
Ridge and Mesa Falls events were caused by its 34-by-45-mile caldera seen in the Discovery               
Channel film  Supervolcano . Features here include the Doublet Pool, the (*) Sulphur Spring, and a               
display occurring in dependable 65- or 91-minute intervals, the Old Faithful geyser. Wyoming’s northwest              
corner contains—for 10 points—what national park? 
 
answer:  Yellowstone  National Park 
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6.  One character mentioned in this drama is Banker Cartwright, who will own the first car. Another                 
of its characters, Simon Stimson, causes scandal by attending choir practice drunk. A girl in this                
play is told the “saints and poets” may realize the value of life after she revisits her  twelfth                  
birthday and then retakes her cemetary spot. This play set in (*) Grover’s Corners, New Hampshire                
focuses on the Webb and Gibbs families. The Stage Manager appears in—for 10 points—what Thornton               
Wilder play whose title could be paraphrased as “city belonging to us”? 
 
answer:  Our Town 
 
7.  Léon Teisserenc de Bort and Richard Aßmann  [AHS-mawn] codiscovered this region where the              
Janibacter hoylei was first isolated. The Quasi-biennial oscillation here has an effect on Atlantic              
hurricane seasons. Its upper part experiences temperatures around 5 degrees Fahrenheit,           
warmer than parts below. In 1931 Auguste Piccard was the (*) first to reach this layer used by                  
commercial aircraft to reduce drag and turbulence. The region about 7 to 30 miles above you is—for 10                  
points—what layer of the atmosphere above the troposphere? 
 
answer:  stratosphere 
 
8.  On this TV show, Christine Baranski’s character wrote  The Disappointing Child and tells Mary to                
read a book other than the bible. Another character on this show had her NCIS scene cut, but did                   
land jobs on a hemorrhoid cream commercial and the film  Serial Apeist . Bob Newhart formerly               
played Professor Proton on this show, a role now assumed by (*) Wil Wheaton. This show’s                
characters play Boggle with Klingon words, talked to Stephen Hawking, and work as CalTech physicists.               
For 10 points—give this CBS show titled for a universe-creating event. 
 
answer: The  Big Bang Theory  (do not accept partial titles) 
 
9.  One object of this type included portraits of Denmark’s Christian IX  [“the ninth”] and Louise of                 
Hesse-Kassel, but has been lost. In 2017 pearls from Hussain Ibrahim Al-Fardan’s collection were              
used for a new example. One named Memory of Azov was carved from jasper and contained a                 
miniature navy cruiser inside. Viktor Vekselberg owns (*) nine of these usually oblong pieces that               
sometimes featured pelican or cockerel bird themes. For 10 points—identify these items created by the               
House of Fabergé that Russian royals gave as Easter gifts. 
 
answer: (Fabergé)  egg s 
 
10.  This mathematical structure named for a German is seen in the aromatic Herges compound. In                
1957 the Goodrich Company used one in the Turnover Conveyor Belt, which Goodrich claimed              
lasted longer because all surface area was exposed. Depending on the incision, a  Klein bottle can                
be cut into one or two of these. This (*) unorientable structure has only one side, which can be                   
demonstrated by drawing a line down its middle. For 10 points—name this structure created by taking a                 
strip of paper, giving one end a half twist, and connecting the ends. 
 
answer:  Möbius  strip or band 
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11.  This country’s novels  The Talaveras and  El capitán San Bruno were written by Liborio Brieba.                
Set before its independence, the Araucaniad epic tells of conquering Los Ríos and surrounding              
regions. A 1970s president here is a cousin of the author of  City of the Beasts and  The  House of                    
the Spirits . Affairs with women of this country are remembered in  (*)  Twenty Love Poems and a                 
Song of Despair . Isabel Allende, Gabriela Mistral, and Pablo Neruda are writers from—for 10              
points—what country with capital Santiago in South America? 
 
answer: Republic of  Chile  or República de  Chile 
 
12.  In the  Nine Herbs Charms this deity kills an adder with twigs and the resulting pieces                 
counteract venom. He overthrows Geirröd and reveals his names to include Hood-winker, Dazzler             
of Hel, and Wanderer. This god tricks nine workers to kill each other, and then went to Bagui’s                  
palace where he drank the magic (*) meade. He learns of the world from Huginn and Muninn, his                  
ravens. Also linked to Tyr, the spear of Tiwaz gives him control of battles, and the Valkyries escorted the                   
slain to this god’s hall Valhalla.  For 10 points—name this father of Thor. 
 
answer:  Odin  or  Wōden  or  Wōtan 
 
13.  In Kenya this party includes Mazingira in its name. A party of this name led by Joschka Fischer                   
formed a coalition with Gerhard Schröder after Germany’s 1998 federal election. Indulis Emsis             
held Latvia’s prime ministership for ten months while leading this party, and its member              
Alexander Van der Bellen earned (*) Austria’s presidency in 2016. The 2000 U.S. presidential election               
swung away from Al Gore in part over the 2.8 million votes earned by Ralph Nader on this ticket. For 10                     
points—give this colorfully named movement stressing environmental issues. 
 
answer:  Green  party (or the  Greens  or  Global Greens  or  Green Belt ) 
 
14.  NASA’s compound PM400 is one of these substances working over a wide temperature range.               
The NLGI consistency number measures these substances like molybdenum disulfide based on            
how far a weighted cone sinks into them. ZDDP coordination compounds are often used in this                
role, although how they form a  tribofilm is not completely understood. (*) Air plays this role in table                  
hockey games, but owners can also apply a silicone spray to reduce viscosity. Vaseline and WD-40 are                 
examples of—for 10 points—what substances that reduce friction? 
 
answer:  lubricant s (accept word forms; prompt on “grease”) 
 
15.  In this country in 1986, the Strategic Defense Initiative caused Ronald Reagan and Mikhail               
Gorbachev to walk out of talks. Years after defeating Boris Spassky in the 1972 World Chess                
Championship here, Bobby Fischer died a citizen of this country. Thirty countries closed their              
airspace in April 2010 after this country’s Eyjafjallajökull  [AY-yah-fyah-lah-YOH-kuul] (*) volcano erupted.            
After a Hawksdale farm dispute, Erik the Red was banished from here and explored a island to its west.                   
Reykjavík is the capital of—for 10 points—what North Atlantic country with a cold sounding name? 
 
answer:  Iceland  or  Ísland 
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16.  In September 2017 this happened to John Nolan on a London street. John Emsley’s  The 13 th                 
Element claims phosphorous is to blame. Madame Korobochka says this happened to an             
alcoholic blacksmith in Nikolai Gogol’s  Dead Souls and it ends the bottle shop owner Krook in                
Charles Dickens’  Bleak House . Aya Brea sees this happen to (*) opera house attendees in the video                 
game  Parasite Eve , and in the film  This is Spinal Tap , this is how the band lost two former drummers. For                     
10 points—give this strange phenomenon in which a person suddenly becomes ablaze. 
 
answer: spontaneous human  combust ion (accept similar answers)  
 
17.  When created by despotic regimes, Alexander Sack call this “odious” and said it should not be                 
imposed on successors. Its components are in the denominator of the DSCR; vulnerable             
businesses have values for that ratio just above one. A clock on One Bryant Park’s wall displays                 
an example of this economic situation, and began needing (*) another digit in 2007. Secured               
examples have collateral, such as a house being mortgaged, and changing its terms is called refinancing.                
Bonds and loans are examples of—for 10 points—what quantities that must be repaid? 
 
answer:  debt  (prompt on “loan” until mentioned; prompt on “liability”) 
 
18.  Senator Richard Neuberger started a “Save the White House Squirrels” fund after this man               
had soldiers trap them for destroying a putting green. Repeatedly delayed, a Frank             
Gehry-designed memorial for him will be between the Aviation Administration and Voice of             
America buildings. In a 1961 address this man warned against unwarranted influence by the (*)               
military-industrial complex. This Supreme Allied Commander Europe is honored in the Interstate Highway             
System’s name.  For 10 points—give this president during most of the 1950s. 
 
answer: Dwight D(avid)  Eisenhower  [who played 800+ golf rounds during his terms] 
 
19.  These compounds’ name begins the initialism NCS1, a transporter family of proteins. Some              
laboratory-created examples are FEMO, 5SICS, and TPT3, and the hypoxanthine one has been             
detected in asteroids. Phoebus Levene’s “tetra” hypothesis said they existed in repetitions, and             
Erwin  Chargaff’s rule explains their distribution, namely that some come in (*) pairs. There are               
purine and pyrimidine examples, and codons are triplets of them. The letters U, A, C, G, and T                  
denote—for 10 points—what DNA and RNA compounds that are components of nucleic acids? 
 
answer: nucleo bases or  nitrogenous bases (accept  base pairs or  nucleosides ; do not accept            
“nucleotide”, which is a nucleoside plus a phosphate group) 
 
20.  Jerónimo Castillón y Salas led this body until 1820, and after Cayetano Ripoll was hung its                 
members stuffed Ripoll’s body in a flame-painted barrel. Another member, Geoffroy d'Ablis,            
halted the affairs of the Cathar Peire Autier. The 1569 bull  Si de protegendis extended its purview                 
to America and catalogued interference (*) penalties. The Sacred Congregation of its Roman branch              
published the Index of Forbidden Books, and its members Jacob Sprenger and Heinrich Kraemer burned               
48 witches.  For 10 points—give this body that stamped out Catholic Church heresies. 
 
answer:  Inquisition (accept more specific examples including the  Spanish Inquisition and          
Portuguese Inquisition ; do not accept “Catholic Church” as Castillón y Salas was never pope) 
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21.  Locale or demonym accepted. William Boyd’s first novel was “A Good Man in” this place. This                 
adjective describes a Doris Lessing story collection including “The Old Chief Mshlanga” and             
“Little Tembi”. In a C.S. Forester work about Rose Sayer, this adjective is in a steamboat’s name.                 
This word labels a trilogy including (*)  Arrow of God and  Things Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe. Karen                  
Blixen’s memoir of a coffee plantation and safaris was published under the name Isak Dinesen and is “out                  
of” this place. For 10 points—give this word describing something from Gabon or Kenya. 
 
answer:  Africa (n) [the works are  A Good Man in Africa ,  African Stories ,  The African Queen ,  The               
African Trilogy ,  Out of Africa ] 
 
22.  This composer had pilgrims sing “Joyfully now my homeland I behold” and included a Sirens                
Chorus in an opera about a  Thuringian. His second marriage was to Franz Liszt’s daughter, and                
that wife Cosima helped organize the Bayreuth  [bye-ROYT] Festival. Although she is promised to              
King Marke, a love potion causes (*)  Isolde to love Tristan in another of his operas. The dwarf Mime                   
wants Siegfried to obtain a treasure in his work that ends with Brünnhilde awakening. For 10 points—who                 
is this German composer of  Tannhäuser  and the Ring Cycle? 
 
answer: Richard  Wagner 
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Bonuses 
 
1. For 10 points each—give these education initiatives: 
A. The 2015 Every Student Succeeds Act replaced this 2001 Act requiring schools to make              
Adequate Yearly Progress. Its name suggested every classroom would teach every student. 
answer:  No Child Left Behind 
B. The National Governors Association developed these standards to define what students should            
know in English and Math. Forty-two states adopted the guidelines. 
answer:  Common Core  State Standard Initiative 
C. Part of the 2009 Recovery Act, Delaware and Tennessee received the first grants from this               
program whose applications were judged on a 500-point scale. 
answer:  Race to the Top  (prompt on "R2T", "RTTT", or "RTT") 
 
2. The Kabbalah, a Jewish mystical tradition, describes this in the Gilgul Neshamot teachings. For 10                
points each— 
A. Give this term for when a soul or other aspects of a person is transferred to a different body after                    
death. 
answer:  reincarnation  or the  transmigration  of souls (or  metempsychosis ) 
B. Saṃsāra is a reincarnation belief in this Indian religion, whose 24 th teacher Mahavira lived in the                
5 th  century BC. 
answer:  Jain ism or  Jain dharma 
C. Reincarnation was also taught by Gerald Gardner, who is considered the father of this neo-pagan               
tradition.  Others who practiced it include Alex Sanders and Dorene Valiente. 
answer:  Wicca  (prompt on “witchcraft”) 
 
3. These devices are triggered when an electron causes a Townsend discharge.  For 10 points each— 
A. Give this device named for a German physicist, whose ionizing radiation events are heard as a                
click. 
answer:  Geiger -Müller  counter 
B. One gas used in Geiger counters is this one with atomic number 18. The National Archives                
encases historical documents using this inert gas. 
answer:  argon  or  Ar 
C. Townsend discharges are also called the electron form of this process, a rapid increase in               
conductivity.  This also names a gravity event in earth science affected by gradient and load. 
answer: (electron)  avalanche 
 
4. The recent court case  Miranda v. Selig was brought by members of these teams, because players can                  
earn less than minimum wage. For 10 points each— 
A. Give this term for leagues that include the Lehigh Valley IronPigs and the Salt Lake Bees. 
answer:  minor  league  baseball  (prompt on partial answers) 
B. Media buzz has obsessed over this man who won a Heisman as Florida's quarterback. After a                
lackluster NFL career, he has had minor league baseball stints with the Columbia Fireflies and St. Lucie                 
Mets. 
answer: Tim(othy)  Tebow 
C. Instead of playing the 1994 NBA season, this athlete played baseball for the Birmingham Barons.               
He then un-retired and won three more basketball titles. 
answer: Michael  Jordan  (prompt on "MJ") 
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5. For 10 points each—give these German terms: 
A. This term means "noisy ghost" and refers to an entity that moves objects. According to a young                 
girl in a 1982 film, "They're here". 
answer:  poltergeist 
B. This term reflects the moral, intellectual, and cultural climate of an era. Some trace this term to a                  
phrase in a Georg Hegel lecture including a phrase meaning "spirit of his time". 
answer:  zeitgeist 
C. This word for a white flower of the Alps titles a  Sound of Music song, which in turn was adapted                    
for the opening sequence of Netflix's  The Man in the High Castle . 
answer:  edelweiss 
 
6. The Rolf Schock Prizes pair this field with philosophy. For 10 points each— 
A. Give this term that can mean sound judgment or the principles of reasoning in a subject. Some                 
gates of this type used in circuits include “not” and “or”. 
answer:  logic 
B. This Englishman published  The Logic of Chance during his Cambridge tenure. He is best known               
for diagrams that often depict sets as circles. 
answer: John  Venn  (accept  Venn diagram s) 
C. The father of Lucy Everest, England’s first female chemistry professor, logic can make use of this                
man’s system whose only values are true and false. Note this man’s surname is shorter than the adjective                  
describing his algebra. 
answer: George  Boole  (do not accept “boolean”) 
 
7. For 10 points each—give these subjects of Henri Rousseau paintings: 
A. Perhaps Rousseau’s best known painting is the “sleeping” one of these persons in front of a lion.                 
This is a less-preferred term for the fortune-telling Roma. 
answer: The Sleeping  Gypsy  or La  Bohémienne  endormie (accept  Gypsies ) 
B. This is the title of the largest of Rousseau’s jungle paintings, which shows a nude woman on the                  
left.  Sigmund Freud wrote “an interpretation” of these events. 
answer: The  Dream  or Le  Rêve  (accept The Interpretation of  Dreams ) 
C. Rousseau painted one of these “on the rocks”, with a cloudless sky in the background. Thomas                
Gainsborough painted a “blue” one. 
answer:   Boy  on the Rocks or L' enfant  aux rochers (accept The  Blue Boy ) 
 
8. This person was brought to the British court around the time of the 1887 Golden Jubilee. For 10 points                    
each— 
A. Name this man born in British India whose nickname was a Persian word for a secretary or                 
language teacher. 
answer: The  Munshi   [moon-SHEE]  or Hafiz Mohammed Abdul  Karim 
B. The Munshi served what British queen who reigned from 1837 until her 1901 death? 
answer:  Victoria  Hanover [their story was the basis of the 2017 film  Victoria & Abdul ] 
C. After Victoria’s death, the Munshi returned to India and lived in Agra, which is known for what                 
ivory-white structure built by the Shah Jahan? 
answer:  Taj Mahal 
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9. Investigator Alvin Dewey claimed parts of this account had been fabricated or embellished. For 10                
points each— 
A. Name this work that describes the murder of Herbert Clutter’s family in Holcomb, Kansas. 
answer:  In Cold Blood 
B.  In Cold Blood  is by this author of  Summer Crossing  and  Breakfast at Tiffany’s . 
answer: Truman  Capote  (or Truman  Persons ) 
C. John Berendt authored this similar work about Billy Hansford’s murder in Savannah, Georgia.             
This title refers to a dividing time in hoodoo magic. 
answer:  Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil 
 
10. In Norse myth, Freya possessed a cloak of this bird’s feathers.  For 10 points each— 
A. Name this bird whose species include the grey kestrel and the peregrine. 
answer:  falcon 
B. This Egyptian deity often appeared with a falcon’s head. Funerary amulets were shaped as eyes               
of this god who defeated Set in a boat race. 
answer:  Horus 
C. Variously described as either a hawk or falcon, Veðrfölnir  [VEH-dro-feh-NEER] of Norse myth resides              
on this tree that connects the nine worlds. 
answer:  Yggdrasil   [ig-DRAH-sill] 
 
11. The Istriot member of these languages is spoken by some 400 people of southwest Croatia. For 10                  
points each— 
A. Give this term for languages that evolved from Latin. 
answer:  Romance  (or  Romanic ) languages (prompt on “Neo-Latin”) 
B. This Romance language with official status in Angola and Mozambique was used in the literary               
works of Fernando Pessoa and José Saramago 
answer:  Portuguese 
C. Romanche is the least-spoken of the four official languages of this country and can be heard in its                  
Grisons region. 
answer:  Switzerland  or the  Swiss Confederation 
 
12. For 10 points each—give these answers related to the New Horizons probe: 
A. In July 2015, New Horizons flew past this Kuiper  [KYE-per] Belt object formerly considered the               
ninth planet. Styx is one of its moons. 
answer: 134340  Pluto 
B. On January 1 st , 2019 the probe visited this object temporarily given a Latin name which in                
classical times meant any distant place beyond what was known. 
answer:  Ultima Thule   [THOO-lee]  (or  (486958) 2014 MU69 ) 
C. New Horizons path is towards this zodiac constellation whose features include the star Rukbat              
and the Teapot asterism. The “A” star of this archer is in the direction of our galaxy’s center. 
answer:  Sagittarius 
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13. Robert Browning used this meter in the line “Of the news which alone could save Aix from her fate”                    
For 10 points each— 
A. Give this term for poetry with four feet per line. 
answer:  tetrameter  (accept  anapestic tetrameter ) 
B. “Not a creature was stirring, not even a mouse” is the second tetrametric line of this Clement                 
Clarke Moore poem about a December house stop. 
answer: A  Visit from Saint Nicholas or The  Night Before Christmas or  Twas the Night Before               
Christmas 
C. This work by Theodor Geisel begins with the lines “On the fifteenth of May in the jungle of Nool /                    
In the heat of the day, in the cool of the pool”. 
answer:  Horton Hears a Who  [Geisel wrote under the name Dr. Seuss] 
 
14. For 10 points each—give these alphanumeric answers: 
A. Also known as the Stealth Bomber, this is the designation of the Northrop Spirit. In 2008 one of                  
these crashed at Guam's Andersen Air Force Base. 
answer:  B-2 
B. Wind speeds 40 to 72 miles per hour characterize these lowest-level tornadoes on a scale by a                 
Japanese American. Note this label is  not  from the enhanced table. 
answer:  F0   ["F zero"]  (do not accept "EF0", which is 65-85 mph) 
C. Laura Kinney is the name assumed by this cloned daughter of Wolverine in Marvel Comics.               
Dafne Keen portrayed her in 2017’s  Logan . 
answer:  X-23 
 
15. Mary McGrory, Paul Newman, and others counted being on this enumeration as their proudest               
achievement.  For 10 points each— 
A. Give this memorandum whose existence became public knowledge when John Dean mentioned            
it during a Watergate hearing. 
answer:  Nixon ’s  enemies list (accept other answers describing  Nixon ’s political  opponent s and           
similar) 
B. Nixon wanted to use this federal agency led by commissioner Donald Alexander at the time to                
harass enemies. A 2013 controversy claimed it scrutinized the tax-exempt applications of the Tea Party               
and Occupy movements. 
answer:  IRS  or the  Internal Revenue Service 
C. Nixon’s master list included this Arkansas senator. He chaired the Foreign Relations Committee             
and supported Student, Teacher, and Professional exchange scholarships. 
answer: James) William  Fulbright 
 
16. For 10 points each—give these theater genres: 
A. Harry Houdini starred in one of these early 20 th century variety shows. Some propose the term is                 
derived from French for “voice of the city”. 
answer:  vaudeville 
B. A female troupe led by Okuni was the origin of this Japanese theater. Some of its source material                  
is derived from the older Noh tradition. 
answer:  kabuki 
C. The sad clown Pierrot is a stock character in this genre from 16 th century Italy. Its name can                  
translate as “comedy of the profession”. 
answer:  commedia dell’arte 
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17. This composer had a relationship with the author George Sand.  For 10 points each— 
A. Name this Polish composer whose works include the  Revolutionary Étude and the  Military             
Polonaise . 
answer: Frédéric  Chopin 
B.  Reminiscence , which was dedicated to the sister Ludwika, is Chopin’s 20 th example of this kind of                
piece evocative of the night. 
answer:  nocturne 
C. This Chopin prelude, Opus 28, number 15, has a nickname derived from its repeating A-flat note.                
Listeners said the piece evoked a sound from nature. 
answer:  Raindrop  prelude 
 
18. For 10 points each—give these similarly-named medical conditions: 
A. A pork tapeworm is one cause of this condition in which patients experience seizures. Its name is                 
Greek for “seizing” or “possessing”. 
answer:  epilepsy 
B. River Phoenix’s character in  My Own Private Idaho has this condition of excessive sleepiness,              
which may be accompanied by vivid dreams during short daytime naps. 
answer:  narcolepsy  or  hypnolepsy 
C. A decreased sense of pain can occur in this condition in which muscles become rigid and patients                 
can hold the same posture for long periods. 
answer:  catalepsy  (accept  catatonia  and word forms) 
 
19. For methane, this is 90.7 Kelvin and 11.7 kilopascals.  For 10 points each— 
A. Give the term for this temperature and pressure at which the solid, liquid, and gas phases of a                  
substance exist in thermal equilibrium. 
answer:  triple point 
B. This endpoint of a phase equilibrium curve is the point at which neither pressure nor temperature                
increases will produce a change of state. 
answer:  critical  point 
C. Named for the French scientist who demonstrated the effect, this is the point above which               
magnetism is lost.  For Samarium Cobalt this is around 570 degrees Fahrenheit. 
answer:  Curie  point or temperature (after Pierre Curie) 
 
20. For 10 points each—name these banks: 
A. There are twelve regional banks in this national system currently chaired by Jerome Powell. 
answer:  Federal Reserve  (accept The  Fed ) 
B. John Stumpf retired as chairman of this bank after it was found employees were opening               
accounts without customer authorization. The bank’s two founders are named in its red and yellow logo. 
answer:  Wells Fargo  & Company 
C. Treasury secretaries Bob Rubin, Henry Paulson, and Steve Mnuchin  [muh-NEW-chin] are all former             
employees of this New York bank. Wikileaks published Hillary Clinton’s paid speeches to this firm in                
October 2016. 
answer: The  Goldman Sachs  Group 
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21. Mildred Taylor set much of her fiction in this state, including the novel  Song of the Trees . For 10                    
points each— 
A. Give this southern state in the title of a Kirk Mitchell novel. That work adapts a film in which the                    
KKK is investigated for the Jessup County disappearance of three civil rights workers. 
answer:  Mississippi  [that work is  Mississippi Burning ] 
B. Kathryn Stockett authored this tale of black maids working in Jackson, Mississippi. Its film              
adaptation starred Viola Davis and Octavia Spencer. 
answer: The  Help 
C. Laura McRaven narrates this Eudora Welty novel about a plantation family, which is titled for the                
joining of  Dabney Fairchild to Troy Flavin. 
answer:  Delta Wedding 
 
22. For 10 points—give these similarly-named movements: 
A. Alicia Garza is credited with coining this three-word phrase to protest the deaths of Michael               
Brown, Freddie Gray, and others during police altercations. 
answer:  Black Lives Matter 
B. This anti-abortion group of Northern Ireland conducted the Hundred Thousand billboard           
campaign in continued support of its countries’ laws. Its leaders include Dawn McAvoy. 
answer:  Both Lives Matter 
C. Houston schools went on lockdown and Greenville, South Carolina residents reported figures in             
the woods. In response to such creepy Fall 2016 incidents, a Tucson, Arizona group tried to hold this                  
march, but had to cancel it after social media death threats. 
answer:  Clown Lives Matter 


